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Ambiguity in Riddle
Languages

Different types of riddles continue to interest people from one
era to the next, because they are a voyage into the unknown.
They are an invitation to embark on an adventure that either
brings delight, amusement and gratification at discovering the
right answer, or humiliation and vexation at being led astray.
(Annikki Kaivola-Bregenhøj, 2018)
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Why Iban Riddle
Poems?
Much has been said about Written and Oral riddles but
at the field riddles exists as text and are orally
performed.
o What we know are largely cultural and socio -cultural but
the linguistic element is rarely discussed in depth.
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Towards a socio ecological model
for promoting riddle knowledge
Abstract

This study looks at the concept of folk wisdom
aka “wit” from two frameworks: a) a predictable
set of` cultural practices and b) manipulation of
language linguistic structure. This presentation
is made of two parts. Part 1 will look at selected
riddles in terms of culture, linguistics and
learning. Part 2 will introduce a coding
template for evaluating and integrating socioecological concepts for promoting Sarawak’s
local world knowledge.
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Outline
Introduction (History)
Understanding Ambiguity
-Cultural
-Pragmatic
-Linguistic
-Metaphorical

The Coding model
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BACKGROUND
IBAN ORAL TRADITION – CONCEALED
LANGUAGE (JAKU KELAUNG)
o Orally transmitted image reference sequence
o Question /interrogative statement – told from within
performance context using leka main.
o Manipulative language- conceals some information with
the goal of deceiving/ outwitting listener.
o Applicable to speech acts (e.g. give, ask and tell)
influence how meanings are realized /interpreted
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Origin (Riddle knowledge)

Moral Sanctions
Fear of the unknown
Instruments of magic
(Written texts)
Proverbs
Riddles
charms

17th.C

Riddle themes
& images

Archer Taylor George, Robert &
A. Dundes, 1963
(1939)

Language analysis
e.g. metaphors
Elli Kongas
Maranda, 1976

Linguistic
analysis
Pepicello &
Green, 1984

Pragmatic
Analysis
Weiner, 1997

Background (Riddle knowledge)
Written text- Change in actual
use – giving to use of specific
patterns, less about
spiritual/supernatural elements

Moral Sanctions
Fear of the unknown
Instruments of magic

Holbeck
(1989)

(Written texts)
Proverbs
Riddles
charms

17th.C

Riddle themes
& images

Archer Taylor George, Robert &
A. Dundes, 1963
(1939)

Language analysis
e.g. metaphors
Elli Kongas
Maranda, 1976

Linguistic
analysis
Pepicello &
Green, 1984

Pragmatic
Analysis
Weiner, 1997

Stage 1

Regarded as ordinary and also possess magical features (includes natural + supernatural elements +
ability to control supernatural powers)
Pre-Christian era: include human beings and their activities, domestic animals, food crops.
Christian era: include buildings, power with divine protection

Background (Riddle knowledge)
Written text- Change in actual
use – giving to use of specific
patterns, less about
spiritual/supernatural elements

Moral Sanctions
Fear of the unknown
Instruments of magic

Holbeck
(1989)

(Written texts)
Proverbs
Riddles
charms

17th.C

Riddle themes
& images

Archer Taylor George, Robert &
A. Dundes, 1963
(1939)

Language analysis
e.g. metaphors
Elli Kongas
Maranda, 1976

Linguistic
analysis
Pepicello &
Green, 1984

Stage 2

Pact with the devil – noose riddles- special code- unfamiliar names

Visitors from heaven.

Given. Upper world being

Pragmatic
Analysis
Weiner, 1997

Background (Riddle knowledge)
(Written texts)
Written text- Change in actual
use – giving to use of specific
patterns, less about
spiritual/supernatural elements

Moral Sanctions
Fear of the unknown
Instruments of magic

Holbeck
(1989)

Proverbs
Riddles
charms

17th.C

Riddle themes
& images
Archer Taylor George, Robert &
A. Dundes, 1963
(1939)

Interpretation of
images

True riddle
1.Riddle
question
2. answer

Language analysis
e.g. metaphors
Elli Kongas
Maranda, 1976

metaphor

Linguistic
analysis
Pepicello &
Green, 1984

Linguistic &
Pragmatic
Ambiguity

Pragmatic
Analysis

Dienhart,
1998

Weiner, 1997

Salience, Hierarchy,
parallelism

Discussion
• Many lang. have riddles- part of
their oral tradition -different
names.
• functional categories- traditional
bearers of the culture.
• written and spoke riddle genres - a
long history
• Oral communities - treat written
language differently compared to
spoken.
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• Roles and meanings-shifted
through times to include a number
of features (e.g. the name of a
person, an animal or a
supernatural entity gives certain
power over ordinary speech)
• What I am driving at is this: it
would be a mistake to think of oral
traditions in any lesser terms. They
should be thought of in positive
terms as people who are skilled in
techniques which are familiar to
them
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UNDERSTANDING
AMBIGUITY
A MUTLIDIMENTIONAL LANGUAGE
CONSTRUCT

Culture

Part of performance – SOP
Politeness + directness – observed
Children + adult + catechetical riddles

Pragmatic

Cog. Sc.- short & simple lg. Zipf’s theory
Language acquisition – Weiner (1997)
Salience- hierarchy- Parallelism
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Linguistic

Metaphorical

Phonology
Mix of Phonology, syntax and morphology
Iban – various diff. morphological features
(Suhaila e. al., 2020)

Iconic themes
Foundational concepts
Rules and sanctions
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Entelah

performance

LINGUISTICS??

Jaku kelaung
Ritual language
World language

Confusing
language

Metaphors – “upside downess”
War – death defence
Cognitive
vs. attack
categories
Grammar
metaphors

Wit ??

Outwit listener
How information
gets conveyed

Context for studying
riddling language
Cultural

Linguistics
Riddles

Understanding the Riddle Language
Personal Culture

• Entelah Nembiak
• Parents+ families invest in food sharing
and information
• Riddle knowledge vertically transmitted
from young to old
• Language interpretation – challenge- not
too deep
• Older person (e.g. grandparent) – giving
riddle
• Main entelah
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Useful means of critical education- Social learning
Aesthetic appreciation – single language
Public
Culture
Training-to
think
quickly, critically and reason deeply
Quickness of “wit” and a test of memory
Stimulate children’s imaginations
Entelah Rama (probably a number of
names)
Cole Beuchat (1957) combination of education and
Adults (men), elders/ peers challenge
recreation needs
one another to a game of “wit”
Blacking (1961) venda riddles – develop power of logic
Competitive
and reasoning
Focus on language and wit
Ishui (1980)- traditional quizzes (riddles) equated to
Deep speech
present day psychological tests that assess knowledge,
Farming, wedding, ritual
creativity in associating, differentiating, establishing
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Semantic Categories
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The Entelah
“telah” – utterance /to utter
Ganing (2017) – uniqueness – narratives and
symbols
Sather (2016)- -marked language – leka main –
poetic structure

PRAGMATIC RULES
Weiner (1997) riddles –ambiguity is through violations of pragmatic rules concerning ordinary discourse.
a) Salience
b) Accessible hierarchy
c) Parallelism
Salience (disregards main features with respect to coconut)
10. Bisi’ ai’ nadai ikan, bisi’ langit nadai bulan _UL:patah nyabur L: buah nyiur
exist water no fish exist sky no moon
There’s water without fish, sky without moon
L: coconut
exclude the most salient feature of the coconut (i.e. shell) in order to answer what.
This riddle works because the fruit is cut at the top for its water to reveal a pool of water, and split open to
reveal an open white sky. Since both moon and fish do not fit into the coconut framework, they automatically
become distractors.

PRAGMATIC RULES
Weiner (1997) riddles –ambiguity is through violations of pragmatic rules concerning ordinary discourse.
a) Salience
b) Accessible hierarchy
c) Parallelism
Accessibility hierarchy: certain information- more likely to appear first in one’s mind (Dienhart, 1967).
A) context independent information and B) context dependent information.
context independent - “hiding/waiting to emerge” applies to “spirit” regardless of context. e.g. tapioca, given
the context of “soil” for riddle (1) and 1 and context of “water” for a growing infant (11).
11. antu berkedumu dalam air

Spirit waiting in water

– UL: kibung L : indu ngandung
- UL: mosquito net L: pregnant mother
(Sri Aman, 2019)

PRAGMATIC RULES
Weiner (1997) riddles –ambiguity is through violations of pragmatic
concerning
ordinary
discourse.
needrules
to form
two ad-hoc
categories
namely:
a) Salience
b) Accessible hierarchy
c) Parallelism
locomotive and sentient objects. E.g. single
footed object or a TWO legged object and
locomotion and sentient objects.
(14)
Lebuh mit mesai sumpit.
1. animals associated 2> more legs but a foot Lebuh besai mesai terabai.
_ UL: manuk ibun mansang L: Sumbuk daun pisang
related to a missing foot and sentient to
When
small
as
big
as
a
blowpipe
Accessibility hierarchy- categorization without context household object (e.g. mushroom, houses on
When big as large as a shield - UL: manuk Ibun mansang L: Shoots of banana leaves
stilts, stools, poles). Since animate structures
12. tiang dua atap seribu
_ UL: periuk
L: manuk
appear high on the hierarchy scale, and with
(15) Two agi
mit
bekain.
Udah
besai
telanjai
_UL:
kayuL:
Tubu
pillars, thousand thatches _ UL: wok
L: chicken
the clue which refers to “periuk”- /periu:k/,
Still small draped, already big naked -UL: wood
L: Bamboo shoot
it is possible to associate the end sound to
13. tiang satu atap seribu
_ UL : jagung
L: Payung
the iban word for chicken “manuk”.
2 relationship
:
small
blowpipes
and
large
shields.
For
small
blowpipes,
-assign POWER and LOCOMOTION (e.g.
Single pillar, thousand thatches _UL: maize
L: umbrella 2. Not
applicable to (13) since one legged
grow upwards/shooting upwards). Many tropical plants contain these characteristics (e.g. Yam). Ulu lungga
animals are rare. The structure- will not lead
important for phonological match -–ang. Here, riddle - not about hierarchy-ability to identify one specific plant
the riddle solver to associate the answer to
from a range of species. Life’s value- being unexposed and unprotected. The reference to size suggest growth.
“umbrella” immediately. The end rhyme of
“jagung” important.

PRAGMATIC RULES
Weiner (1997) riddles –ambiguity is through violations of pragmatic rules concerning ordinary discourse.
a) Salience
b) Accessible hierarchy
c) Parallelism
2. rules of poetic structure of the performance language
used by poet bards and ritual specialist. The community
Parallelismparallel
linguistic
and
cognitive
constructions
with
2> attributes
Berjambul baka China, betisik understand
baka naga
UL:Alah
panas
L: Buah
it as systematic
use
of rhymes
and value of deep
Iban (jaku dalam). Most ritual specialist recognize several
(16)
cut vapour, cut vapour
UL: Ubah timau L: Buahnanas
limau (lime)
varieties of end rhymes (aka enteli main) which they use
a Chinese,
(pineapple)
(17) Crest
comeslike
a baby,
the motherscales
hangs it,like a snake
freely in their leka main. To illustrate will be riddles (18) and
Comes a baby, the mother hangs it _UL: alah baya L: buah nangka (Jackfruit)
(19).

Bujang
bagas clue
majuh.
UL:
repetitive
action tkurus
(16) - additional
“au” associates the answer
to aMauk
fruit (e.g. citrus).
kerigai
basupside
makai
L: framework)
Siduk
In (17) -Bujang
bundled infant
hanging
down (tunsang) (Conceptual

The phrases appear as similes that contain both nouns
Skinny bachelor eats well.
UL: Mauk
and
adjectives.
While the
connection
between scales
Mapping skills - matching menua and locations
mentioned
in a seemingly
similar
manner.
Bony
bachelor
eats
well.
L:
Siduk
(Spoon)
Summary: Some folk riddles demand that riddle
disregard
theircomplementary,
salient features – heavier
andsolvers
snakes,
appear
the crest and
reliance on phrases and words from their epic narratives and ritual stories.
Chinese can be ambiguous. Similarly riddle (19) use of
bonny and skinny and eating habits are contradictory.

Linguistic Ambiguity
• Dienhart’s (1998) similarity Cline – Phonologically similar forms
• Pepicello & Green (1971) – different linguistic processes and
metaphorical ambiguity
• Piantadosi et. Al (2012)- principle of least effort
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It’s all in similar sounds
(Dienhart’s similarity cline)

Riungit
dua
ruing ruing
tumbuh
di tanah matang
langgung
Another race owns it, our race eats
_buah
nyala
_ Durian
Belanda
Jereki enggau badi andung pun diibun jelu remaung bekuru
• Polysemy – multiple meanings for
a single wordkembung
(20)

Ngibun ubat
manang
UL:Enturun L: talipaun
• E.g. Belanda – the “Dutch” race, belanda
as in
run (verb)
(22) Apai Jebu apai jebai nadai jari tau
• Buah – collective noun or a specific fruit
Two stalks of ruing (riverine flower) growing at the plain
bepegai
dikerigai
tingkah
batu
Fortune
in
big
dagger
blade
protected
• Semantic trigger switch- phonetic sound – buah (one true by snarling tiger
Apai
Jebumedicine
Apai Jebi tegal bejalai nadai
Guarding
the
healer’s
identity/one false identity)
kaki berkerinci
atas raung
UL: bearcat
L: telephone

• Cultural explanation- deep and shallow Iban

UL: Jagar

03.12.2020
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L: Ular
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Different linguistic properties
• Lexical ambiguity
• Pichit perut, mata melut

UL: nemu mit L: lampu picit (Torchlight)

press the stomach eyes protrude

• Word Stress Ambiguity
• Raja sengat ngema atap seribu
UL: apuk L: Manuk (chicken)
• King of stings carries thousand thatches

• Word boundary Ambiguity
• Luan ditanya, kemudi nyaut
• Front is asked, back answers

03.12.2020

UL: Yuk
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L: Uduk (dog)
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THE STUDY
1. TO DEVELOP A CODING SYSTEM FOR ASSESSING
AMBIGUITY OF ORAL RIDDLES
2. TO ISOLATE A SMALL VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR
WHICH HAS PRECISE EQUIVALENCE FOR CONFLICT IN
DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
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METHOD
1. Qualitative Analysis
2. Interview data
3. 387 riddles (Community Archives + Field data)

4. 8 months
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RESEARCH MODEL
DATA COLLECTION- THREE LONG HOUSES

SARATOK

NIAH

SRI AMAN

Poet Bard (75 years old)

Retired Civil Servant (62 years old)

Traditional bearer, former politician.
Fluent in Iban, Malay and English

Concerned about lost of Iban culture if
children loose interest. Interested in
giving riddles to young children

Several long house folks (35-68n years
of age).

Invested in the development of Iban
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Provided several children’s riddle
poems for several days.
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It’s all in similar sounds
(Dienhart’s similarity cline)

Riungit
dua
ruing ruing
tumbuh
di tanah matang
langgung
Another race owns it, our race eats
_buah
nyala
_ Durian
Belanda
Jereki enggau badi andung pun diibun jelu remaung bekuru
• Polysemy – multiple meanings for
a single wordkembung
(20)

Ngibun ubat
manang
UL:Enturun L: talipaun
• E.g. Belanda – the “Dutch” race, belanda
as in
run (verb)
(22) Apai Jebu apai jebai nadai jari tau
• Buah – collective noun or a specific fruit
Two stalks of ruing (riverine flower) growing at the plain
bepegai
dikerigai
tingkah
batu
Fortune
in
big
dagger
blade
protected
• Semantic trigger switch- phonetic sound – buah (one true by snarling tiger
Apai
Jebumedicine
Apai Jebi tegal bejalai nadai
Guarding
the
healer’s
identity/one false identity)
kaki berkerinci
atas raung
UL: bearcat
L: telephone

• Cultural explanation- deep and shallow Iban

UL: Jagar
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L: Ular
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Different linguistic properties
• Lexical ambiguity
• Pichit perut, mata melut

UL: nemu mit L: lampu picit (Torchlight)

press the stomach eyes protrude

• Word Stress Ambiguity
• Raja sengat ngema atap seribu
UL: apuk L: Manuk (chicken)
• King of stings carries thousand thatches

• Word boundary Ambiguity
• Luan ditanya, kemudi nyaut
• Front is asked, back answers
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UL: Yuk
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L: Uduk (dog)
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Metaphorical Ambiguity

(principle of least effort)

• Contextual ambiguity – cultural tropes that produce in riddling
context, surprising additional semantic structures for existing words
or phrases (Pepicello & Green, 1984). – productive and enters the
lexicon
• 24. Sirat Apai Sali enda ulih belitka UL: Parai L: Lalai
• Menua kitai menua iya, menua antu menua petara

03.12.2020
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Applied Example
The proposed coding system offers researchers working on indigenous
languages an opportunity to code a large amount of data relatively quickly
and consistently. The system is applicable to a variety of riddles, and, the
respective categories can be assessed efficiently.
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Personal
Culture

This coding system operates on the basis that oral
riddles are assembled from various stimuli in the
environment.

Public
Culture

In the first example we demonstrate how the categories of the
coding system is applicable to real life examples of riddle data.
The example in Table2 is taken from the folk performance the
basic verb is “EAT” is assessed
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SUMMARY
Folk riddling is a cultural and linguistic act that
operates in relation to semantic and semantic
priming.
o Adults - known to enjoy children’s riddles- notice and complete
lexical ambiguities more quickly compared to surface-structure
ambiguities which, in turn, take less time than deep-structure
ambiguities (MacKay 1966; MacKay &Bever 1967).
o More people should study oral traditions from a linguistic
perspective
o Community – work together on more projects that can help up
code Sarawak’s knowledge resources
o Teaching and learning - An adequate understanding of the
development of the child's ability to appreciate jokes and
riddles is important to help them use language effectively.
o Coding system is a plus- help create a unified structure for
assessing future riddles in the region. The study can be
expanded to include other languages in the region.
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OUR
TEAM
THE RIDDLE PROJECT

AP Dr. Shanthi
Nadarajan

AP Dr. Norazuna
Norahim

Dexter Sigan

Project Leader

Project Leader

Team Member

Faculty of Language and
Communication

Faculty of Language and
Communication

Faculty of Language and
Communication

nshanthi@unimas.my

082-581000/ 019 8278802

019 8648464/082 584558

nadarajanshanthi@gmail.com
019-8198575
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OUR TEAM
A Symbiotic Coexistence: Between the Universities and
Communities
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Please Visit Us 
YAYASAN DAYAK CHAIR SCHEME

Intro

Class Project

University
Community Project

The Community

Final
Documentary
Iban Entelah

Coding Table
In progress
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THANK YOU!
nazuna@unimas.my

sdexter@unimas.my
nadarajanshanthi@gmail.com

Phone:

082-581 777

Email:

http://www.postgrad.unimas.my/index.php/researchoverview

Website:

http://www.flc.unimas.my/
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